Acute kidney injury: risk factors and management challenges in developing countries
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Abstract: Acute kidney injury (AKI) is a major global health problem in both developed and developing nations, negatively affecting patient morbidity and responsible for an estimated 1.4 million deaths per year. Although the International Society of Nephrology set a goal of eliminating preventable deaths from AKI by 2025, implementation of this program in developing countries presents major challenges not only because of the lack of resources but also because of the scarce data addressing the epidemiology and causes of AKI in developing countries, the limited health care resources to diagnose and treat AKI, and the poor awareness of the impact of AKI on patient outcomes.
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Introduction

Acute kidney injury (AKI) is a common disorder worldwide, occurring in more than 13 million people every year, 85% of whom live in developing countries. Recognizing this, the International Society of Nephrology (ISN) recently set a goal of eliminating preventable or treatable deaths from AKI by 2025, the “0 by 25” initiative. Implementation of this program in low-resource settings (LRSs) presents major challenges for this initiative for a variety of reasons.

First, there are few data addressing the epidemiology and causes of AKI in LRSs. Second, health care resources to diagnose and manage AKI are often limited, with a lack of appropriate medications, equipment, and trained personnel. Third, governments and other institutions such as hospitals, nongovernmental organizations, and global health initiatives have not focused sufficiently on the problems of AKI. Finally, there is limited awareness among health care workers of the problems presented by AKI in terms of diagnosis, treatment, and management.

Thus, developing and implementing effective strategies to eliminate preventable deaths from AKI in developing countries will require that efforts be made to better understand how to increase the awareness of AKI by health care workers and institutions. Further, it will require better understanding of how to implement innovative approaches for the early and effective treatment of AKI in the context of the local health care environment and available resources.

Epidemiology of AKI in developing countries

Despite the paucity of quality data for the epidemiology of AKI in developing countries, the prevalence of AKI in this setting is estimated to be higher than that in developed...
countries. It has been suggested that the global burden of AKI is up to 13.3 million cases per year, 11.3 million of which are in low- to middle-income countries and responsible for up to 1.4 million deaths per year. Furthermore, AKI-related problems account for up to 3% of hospital admissions in general health care facilities in LRSs.

In industrialized nations, AKI is seldom a community-acquired disease; the condition develops primarily in hospitalized patients. In these regions, the incidence of hospital-acquired AKI exceeds that of community-acquired AKI by five- to tenfold, with AKI being reported in 7%–18% of hospital inpatients yearly. On the other hand, AKI commonly occurs in the community in less-developed nations. However, in this article, it is difficult to define the incidence of AKI, since no nationwide disease registries exist and data are usually derived from single-center experiences.

Patients with AKI in developing countries are typically younger and healthier than patients with AKI from developed countries, who generally are older and have multiple comorbid conditions. Children and young adults in developing countries are disproportionately affected by AKI as a result of infections, volume depletion due to severe diarrhea, pregnancy-related events, or animal envenomation. In these poor regions, in some series, children constituted >15% of patients with AKI.

Two studies from India have shown that the AKI incidence in inpatient wards and pediatric intensive care units ranged between 5%–9% and 25%–36%, respectively. In a recent study from the largest hospital in Uganda, the AKI prevalence among patients admitted with sepsis was 16%, and the hospital mortality was 21% for patients with septic AKI.

The cause of AKI can be broadly categorized as hospital acquired and community acquired (Table 1). The etiologic spectrum of hospital-acquired AKI in developing countries, which has been described primarily in large urban centers in these nations, is similar to the causes in more affluent countries. It includes postsurgical complications, hemorrhage, infections, septic shock, and drug toxicity. In contrast, community-acquired AKI in LRSs is mostly encountered in rural areas, and its true prevalence and leading causes are not well known, reflecting underreporting, limited diagnostic capacity, and lack of awareness by health care workers.

Causes of AKI discussed in the literature include infections such as pneumonia, diarrhea, sepsis, and tropical illnesses such as malaria, leptospirosis, and dengue; acute glomerular diseases; obstetric complications; exacerbations of underlying kidney disease; intake of herbal remedies and other nephrotoxins; cardiac disease; traumatic injury; and environmental exposures such as snakebites.

Although all AKI situations are tragic, the deaths of young patients with AKI in developing countries can have devastating impacts on both the economic and social structure of families. What is particularly tragic is that children and young adults continue to die in large numbers in developing countries as a consequence of this disorder, which in many cases is preventable and potentially treatable with simple measures, with few, if any, long-term health consequences. Those patients with acute renal failure due to acute kidney injury, who progress to the stage at which renal replacement therapy (RRT) is indicated, die because dialysis is simply not available.

### Obstacles to diagnosis and treatment of AKI in developing countries

There are major challenges to developing strategies to establish an early AKI diagnosis and appropriate AKI treatment in developing countries. AKI diagnosis and treatment are limited by available resources, including a lack of laboratory supplies and necessary therapeutic armamentarium and adequate medical infrastructure and personnel.

To better understand the barriers to improving awareness of AKI in developing countries, a questionnaire was developed by a group of 20 nephrologists during the 2014 International Society of Peritoneal Dialysis (ISPD) meetings in Madrid. These nephrologists included physicians from sub-Saharan Africa, Southeast Asia, North and South America, Europe, and middle-income countries.
America, and Europe, all of whom had experience working in developing countries. Of 26 respondents, there were 54% from Africa, 19% from the Americas, 12% from South Asia, and 12% from the Western Pacific.19

There were substantial variations noted in available therapies and diagnostic capabilities when comparing rural health centers, district health centers, and regional health centers. Therapies available for the initial diagnosis and management of AKI appear to be limited in rural health centers, because 84% of respondents indicated that the diagnosis of AKI in this setting is mostly made on the basis of clinical judgment, reflecting limited availability of laboratory services. Only 60% of respondents indicated that these rural health centers have intravenous fluids and only 52% indicated that they have appropriate antibiotic therapy to treat infection-related AKI. Based on survey responses, oral rehydration solutions appear to be available in virtually all rural health centers and antimalarial drugs in 88% of rural health centers. Antivenom therapy is generally not available in rural communities.19

All district health centers had oral rehydration solutions and 96% indicated that intravenous fluids and antimalarial drugs are readily available, 72% of respondents indicated that appropriate antibiotics are available in the district health centers, and 63% indicated that appropriate laboratory support is available to diagnose AKI. No respondents indicated that dialysis therapies are available.19

In regional health centers, oral and intravenous fluid replacement and antibiotics, including antimalarial agents, are available, and 84% of respondents indicated that appropriate laboratory support is available to make a diagnosis of AKI. Dialysis therapy for AKI is available in only select regional health centers, with limited availability reflecting a frequent lack of qualified nurses or physicians, as well as a lack of available hemo/renal (HD) or peritoneal dialysis (PD) machines or supplies. If the appropriate equipment was available, patients would generally be required to pay for such services, rendering even time-limited dialysis therapies out of reach for the vast majority of patients.

A recent study described the availability and quality of laboratory services in Africa. Most of the countries (37 of 49) had no laboratories accredited to international quality standards.18 Moreover, the laboratory services that were available were generally available only in large urban centers. Additional challenges to treat patients with AKI include delays in patients seeking health care and an inability of patients to get to and pay for it. For example, during the earthquake in Haiti in January 2010, only 19 patients were referred to the Renal Disaster Relief Task Force in Port-au-Prince despite >300,000 casualties.20

Tragically, people continue to die in large numbers in developing countries as a result of this disorder, which in many cases is preventable and potentially treatable with simple measures. Individuals with AKI who progress to the stage at which RRT would be indicated die because dialysis is simply not available or affordable. This is unacceptable because patients have an excellent chance of survival when the kidney is given enough time to recover and life is sustained by dialysis. Unfortunately, few epidemiological data exist for outcomes of AKI in developing countries, which makes it difficult to describe the context of this disorder in these countries.

This shortcoming is highlighted well in the study by Olowu et al.21 This systematic review of AKI, with a focus on sub-Saharan Africa, documents that, in 3,340 patients admitted to hospital with AKI in 13 countries in the region, the disorder was severe in most cases, with indications for dialysis in 66% of children and 70% of adults. However, only slightly more than half of children and one-third of adults received dialysis when required.

Although the studies analyzed were of low quality, these findings confirm what has been reported in other LRSs worldwide. Indeed, one concern in LRSs is that people often present late to hospital or large referral health care centers, which suggests more severe AKI at admission, a greater need for dialysis, and an increased risk of death compared with higher-income countries. Since AKI is not associated with any specific symptoms, and diagnosis is largely based on laboratory measurements, which are rarely available in remote areas, it often goes unrecognized during a first examination by nonspecialist health care providers.

Caregivers in the community might not have the knowledge for early recognition, timely intervention, and effective follow-up. Thus, training primary care physicians and other health caregivers to raise awareness, share knowledge, and provide practical management of AKI is imperative in developing countries, where nurses and allied health personnel should also play a key part in building the workforce to recognize and care for people with AKI. This role is particularly important since the density of physicians is 0.02–0.29 per 1,000 people in many African countries, which is ten to 100 times lower than the target of the World Health Organization.22

The study by Olowu et al21 also showed that ~80% of children and adults with AKI in sub-Saharan Africa who required, but did not receive, dialysis die. Major barriers to access to care were erratic hospital resources and out-of-pocket costs. Dialysis treatment is often thought to be too
costly and complex to be delivered in LRSs. In low-income and often in middle-income countries, renal replacement programs are accessible only in large cities, usually only for patients who can afford to pay for treatment and are often not situated in acute care hospitals. Thus, patients who develop AKI and are in need of dialysis support often die. Dialysis might reduce mortality related to AKI in resource-limited settings, but acute HD is not easily affordable because of the high cost of machines and consumables, unreliable electricity and water supplies, and scarcity of trained personnel.

By contrast, gravity-driven PD is a more realistic option because RRT can be delivered without machines and electricity, relying only on consumable supplies, and thus reducing costs and complexity in LRSs. Although particularly useful in areas with fragile health infrastructure, PD is underused in most parts of the world, despite advantages such as reasonable costs (as little as US$150 to save one life) in remote locations. This approach is feasible documented by encouraging results from ongoing PD programs for AKI in selected centers in Africa and Asia.

The Saving Young Lives program
Framing AKI as a driver of substantial inequity in disease risk and mortality in developing countries, the ISN has created and launched the multifaceted human rights program “0 by 25”, which advocates that no one should die of untreated AKI, with a focus on low- and middle-income countries in Africa, Asia, and Latin America.

This ongoing program encompasses building human capacities through education and training at all levels of health care systems, coupled with making point-of-care AKI diagnostic tools and AKI management available at a low cost. However, the success of this and other initiatives ultimately rests on the capacity of national health authorities to adopt and ensure the sustainability of AKI programs, making access to acute RRT with dialysis affordable for those in need, with the hope of substantially curtailing mortality associated with treatable AKI in developing countries worldwide.

For this initiative, under the project leadership of Ravindra Mehta, the ISN has developed a multifaceted integrated program with globally applicable strategies. They will operate at three levels, first to establish AKI as a contributor to global burden of diseases. It will be pursued by collection of existing data and prospectively collected evidence. To address this issue, the 0 by 25 initiative has launched the “AKI Global Snapshot”, a prospective observational cohort study to compare risk factors, etiologies, diagnosis, management, and outcomes of AKI, the results of which was presented at the World Congress of Nephrology 2015 meeting in Cape Town. A follow-up longitudinal “AKI Cohort Study” was also initiated in selected centers across the world during 2015 to capture sequential data on AKI and its long-term consequences. Second, the aim is to raise awareness of AKI in the worldwide community. In this article, the target audience will be health care professionals, patients, academic researchers, worldwide organizations and foundations, country governments, politicians, as well as scientific societies. Finally, they would like to develop a sustainable infrastructure to enable “need-driven” approaches for education and training, care delivery, and measurable outcomes. This approach will be tested in pilot studies in selected centers in developing countries with the aim of rapidly scaling up the lessons learned for broader adoption at national and regional levels. The program is implemented according to five strategic components representing the 5R approach as detailed in Figure 1.

The Saving Young Lives program was started in 2012 and has been providing financial and educational support to develop PD therapy for patients with AKI in developing countries. In these settings, the advantages of PD over HD include medical and technical simplicity and the lack of need for electricity, machinery, and pure water, among other factors.

Importantly, excellent outcomes have been observed when using PD to treat patients with AKI. Within this team effort, the international societies help provide education, training support for health care workers, and supplies. To date, successful programs have been developed at ten sites in eight countries, with three additional sites in development as of late 2015.
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**Figure 1** The 5R approach for a sustainable AKI program by the ISN 0 by 25 initiative.

**Abbreviations:** AKI, acute kidney injury; ISN, International Society of Nephrology; PD, peritoneal dialysis.
This project addresses one aspect of the spectrum of providing support for AKI programs and has shown that PD therapy is feasible and can be provided at a low cost with acceptable outcomes and perhaps, most importantly, that various international organizations, nongovernmental organizations, and local hospitals can collaborate to develop successful treatments for AKI.6-7,20

**PD as a viable option for AKI in developing countries**

PD has a number of advantages over other therapies; some of which are proven and others hypothetical. Certainly, it has been well demonstrated that acute PD requires less infrastructure and training than extracorporeal therapies, but has also been shown to be more cost effective. Two studies6,7 from India showed that acute PD costs approximately half of the cost for HD or continuous venovenous hemofiltration (CVVH), and Kilonzo et al7 showed that it costs ~US$350 for every life saved when using manual acute PD with two hourly exchanges.

Since no extracorporeal circulation is required, there is relatively good hemodynamic tolerance, and local renal hemodynamics may be better preserved. It has also been postulated that PD may be more physiologic and less inflammatory than extracorporeal therapies, which involve the exposure of blood to synthetic membranes. These factors together could potentially contribute to earlier recovery of renal function seen in some studies.30

**Technical aspects**

It should be recognized that the volumes of fluid used in acute PD are significantly greater than those used in chronic patients. Thus, flow rates need to be high and the catheter used needs to be able to cope with this. For this reason, flexible PD catheters (eg, Tenckhoff catheter) have an advantage as they have a larger diameter lumen and side holes than the rigid catheters.

The second advantage of these catheters is that they can be tunneled and if the patient has prolonged AKI or proves to have chronic kidney disease, they have no need for a further access device. Tunneling of the catheters may also prevent leakage of dialysate. The drawback of these catheters is that they need to be inserted using a peel-away sheath dilator at the bedside or be inserted surgically. This reduces the uptake of these catheters as training clinicians to insert these catheters takes time and is often not available in the low-resource countries that rely so heavily on PD for treating AKI.

Initiatives such as Saving Young Lives Campaign and industry-sponsored training sessions are improving knowledge in these areas; however, the task remains enormous. It is for this reason that other catheters are often used that may not have the same efficacy but are still certainly lifesaving. The rigid stylet catheter, which is introduced with the aid of a trocar through a skin incision subumbicularly, is perhaps the easiest catheter to insert and the most widely used non-tunneled catheter. However, it has major drawbacks: first, it is produced from rigid nylon and has been reported to erode into the bowel and other intra-abdominal organs. The catheters often become obstructed with fibrin and need regular flushing by nursing staff. This break in the sterile circuit may explain the higher rates of peritonitis seen with these catheters compared with flexible catheters.31 The fluid flow rate will also be compromised by this intermittent obstruction. The catheters cost approximately one-tenth that of the flexible catheters, something that makes them more appealing in a low-resource environment.

Clinicians in resource-poor areas with limited access to catheters have saved many lives using makeshift catheters such as modified nasogastric tubes and intercostal drains.32 The ISPD guidelines strongly recommend that flexible PD catheters are inserted at the bedside by nephrologists to prevent delays in initiating acute PD while waiting for theater time, etc. It has been shown in programs where nephrologists insert catheters for chronic PD that PD uptake increases in that unit. It would seem reasonable that the same would occur for acute PD as well.33

The fluid delivery method used has the potential to impact on the incidence of peritonitis in patients on acute PD as there are significantly more connections and disconnections compared with the three to four exchanges in chronic PD.

Automated cycler PD employs a mechanized device to deliver and drain the dialysate. The advantage of this system is that it can be set up by a trained staff member once per day to reduce the risk of complications, especially contamination by inexperienced members of staff. It also reduces nursing time, especially on the intensive care unit, as all cycles are automatic. There are conflicting reports of whether there is a reduction in peritonitis with cyclers but on balance there appears to be no difference compared with the manual system in chronic PD. Another benefit is that they can offer tidal PD, where a small volume of fluid is left in the abdomen at all times which may reduce mechanical complications and may reduce pain associated with complete fluid drainage. Occasionally, however, the fixed hydraulic suction may worsen the mechanical obstruction in catheters with already tenuous fluid flow. Tidal PD has the added theoretical benefit that fluid is continually dwelling in the peritoneal space even...
during the fill and drain portion of the cycle thus increasing solute clearance.

Automated cyclers have been used extensively for PD in AKI; however, in a resource-poor setting, cyclers may prove too expensive. A further disadvantage of cyclers is that if there is no support after hours for inexperienced nurses using the cyclers, there is the risk of the machines being turned off during the night to avoid alarms.

The ISPD guidelines recommend the use of commercially produced PD solutions as these solutions are tested to high standards of sterility. It is clear, however, that in many resource-poor countries where acute PD is offered, the acquisition of this fluid ranges from difficult to impossible. As fluid is too heavy to be delivered by air, it must often pass through a number of countries before reaching its destination. There are often levies imposed, legal or illegal, which make the cost of the fluid prohibitive. As a result, a number of PD units have been making up their own solutions using a mixture of modified Ringer’s lactate and glucose, both of which are readily available in most hospitals. However, the drawback of this is the risk of peritonitis and the fact that there is a small amount of potassium in the solution. A recent presentation from the Saving Young Lives site in Cameroon showed that using locally mixed fluids they had only one peritonitis episode in 38 cases.

**PD outcomes in AKI**

With the increasing interest in using PD to manage patients with AKI, the first question that must be asked is whether PD can provide adequate clearance in the treatment of these patients.

The optimal prescription of dialysis in AKI is hampered by our lack of understanding of the exact factors that influence survival. We know that hyperkalemia, acidosis, and massive fluid overload need to be treated. After these are corrected, the issue of whether we focus on the removal of small molecules (eg, urea and creatinine) or larger molecule clearances (eg, cytokines and soluble receptors) is uncertain.

According to the ISPD guidelines regarding PD for AKI, where resources permit, targeting a weekly Kt/V urea of 3.5 provides outcomes comparable to that of daily HD; targeting higher doses does not improve outcomes. This may not be necessary for many patients with AKI and targeting a weekly Kt/V of 2.1 may be acceptable; however, this is not evidence based.

The next question is whether PD is comparable to other dialysis methods in patients with AKI. The answer to that question is neither simple nor currently complete. Despite a significant attempt to find the optimal therapy, the average mortality of patients with AKI has not been clearly seen to improve in recent years. However, we should nevertheless clarify that advances in technology now allow for the treatment of high-risk patients in whom RRTs were precluded or contraindicated in the past. The various modalities of acute RRT present advantages and disadvantages under specific circumstances; the spectrum of therapies for AKI should therefore be considered more as a continuum than as a series of modalities to be compared, one to the other.

Few studies have compared PD with other dialysis methods in patients with AKI, and reports conflict with regards to efficacy and cost. Phu et al compared intermittent PD with continuous RRT, and they demonstrated a worse outcome in patients treated with PD. This study was stopped early due to a higher mortality in the PD arm, thus only randomizing 35 patients to each group. Apart from criticisms of the method of PD and high peritonitis rate, this study of acutely ill patients with sepsis or malaria showed that with CVVH the mortality was only 15%, which is far lower than the mortality seen in most intensive care units offering CVVH.

George et al performed a randomized study to compare CVVH and continuous PD in critically ill patients. No difference was observed in correction of metabolic parameters and fluid overload. Urea and creatinine clearances were higher and fluid correction was faster with CVVH. The mortality rates in the two study groups were similar. Unfortunately, the study was underpowered and performed using both peritoneal and CVVH clearances below which one would consider optimal. Along with these rigid catheters, locally available PD fluids and manual exchanges were used. Despite this, PD mortality was lower than CVVH (nonsignificant).

A randomized study performed in Brazil with 120 patients with AKI, compared high-volume PD (HVPD) vs daily intermittent HD. Baseline characteristics were similar in both groups, which included older patients (mean age >60 years), high Acute Physiologic Assessment and Chronic Health Evaluation II scores, and vasoactive drugs use (>60%). Both RRT modalities achieved metabolic and acid–base control. Mortality did not differ significantly between the two groups (58% vs 53%, P=0.48). The rate of renal recovery was similar for both modalities, but HVPD was associated with a significantly shorter time to recovery (7.2±2.6 days vs 10.6±4.7 days).

In another prospective study comparing the effect of HVPD and prolonged HD (PHD) on AKI patients’ outcome, the PHD and HVPD groups were similar in sex, disease severity scores, and etiology of AKI. There was a trend toward statistical difference regarding the presence of sepsis (62.3% in the PHD
group vs 44.9% in the HVPD group, P<0.054). Delivered Kt/V and ultrafiltration were higher in the PHD group; however, there was no difference between the two groups in mortality and recovery of kidney function or need for chronic dialysis.

Al Hwiesh et al in Saudi Arabia recently presented a randomized controlled trial of tidal automated PD compared with CVVH. The dose of hemofiltration was in keeping with international standards; however, metabolic control appeared to be less efficient than one would expect for the filtration rates achieved. They used tidal automated PD with biocompatible solutions which differs from most of the studies of HVPD. The primary end point of 28-day survival was significantly higher in the PD group (69.8% vs 46.8%, P<0.01).

A systematic review published by Chionh et al concluded that there is currently no evidence to suggest significant differences in mortality between PD and extracorporeal blood purification in AKI and there is a need for good-quality evidence in this important area.

Nevertheless, a successful program’s flexibility and creativity was demonstrated when, after 25 patients were dialyzed and the program no longer had the funds to purchase new supplies, the physicians decided to make their own solutions, following recently published in-depth guidelines.

Finally, PD is a simple, safe, and efficient way to correct metabolic, electrolyte, acid–base, and volume disturbances generated by AKI and it can be used as an RRT modality to treat AKI, both in and out the intensive care unit setting. Recent reports have shown that in units regularly performing PD for AKI, mortality and complication rates have fallen further and there is no reason to believe that other modalities offer any outcome benefit over PD. It remains to be shown whether the more rapid recovery of renal function seen with acute PD has a long-term overall benefit compared with other modalities. The ISPD have firmly recommended that PD is a suitable modality for treating patients with AKI, mainly in developing countries.

**Conclusion**

There is a critical need to address AKI in developing countries. In their 0 by 25 initiative, the ISN has challenged both the nephrology community and the broader health care community to work collaboratively to develop effective programs to treat AKI in developing countries. The demands for health care in low-resource regions and in many low- to middle-income countries are changing. Ensuring access to clean water and sanitation, battling ongoing communicable diseases, and stemming the tide of preventable deaths such as those due to AKI should dominate the attention of those driving the health care agenda in many resource-poor nations. The hope is that the ISN could catalyze an acceleration of these much-needed changes by undertaking, over the next decade, a focused effort to markedly curtail treatable AKI-associated mortality and to improve health care outcome globally, especially in poor countries. In developing world, the advantages of PD over HD include medical and technical simplicity and the lack of need for electricity, machinery, and pure water, among other factors. Initiatives such as Saving Young Lives Campaign and industry-sponsored training sessions are improving knowledge in these areas; however, the task remains enormous.

Going forward, many challenges need to be considered. Awareness of AKI in local, district, and regional health care centers needs to be improved. We suggest that this will require a multifaceted approach, involving the nephrology community, government officials, hospital administrators, physicians, nurses, and local health care workers. Meaningful educational programs, training materials, and treatment guidelines should be developed and alliances should be formed with governmental agencies, nonprofit organizations, global health programs, community organizations, international and local nephrology organizations, and local champions if this initiative is going to be successful.
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